Abstract -This article examines several data mining approaches that perform short time series analysis. The basis of the methods is formed by clustering algorithms with or without modifications. The proposed methods implement short time series analysis when the numbers of the observations are not equal and the historical information is short. The inspected approaches are offered for solving complex tasks where statistical analysis methods cannot be applied or their functioning does not provide the necessary efficiency. The proposed methods are based on grid-based clustering and k-means algorithm modifications.
INTRODUCTION
In statistics time series analysis process is based on searching for relations in a longer period of time, analyzing changes of values over time; as a result, the future values of the object are predicted. These processes can be related to variations of economic indexes, e.g., currency rate fluctuations [1] . Similar processes are analyzed, e.g. when determining tourist inflow for the next season [2] etc. All these analysis processes are similar because they change system parameters when environment functioning changes are made. It is postulated that time series are stationary -the longer observations of this system are, the larger the probability to effectively discover the regularities is [3] .
But in real life there are tasks that involve time series with comparatively short length and it is almost impossible to find the regularities using methods of statistical analysis. These tasks include: product life cycle analysis [4] , [5] , e-service analysis at the beginning of their introduction [6] , analysis of textile item sales when there is a wide range of products and short product life expectancy [7] , analysis of gene expressions in bioinformatics [8] etc. Therefore it is important to create an approach that would solve the problem of short time series analysis when there are relatively few observations.
There are many different time series analysis methods. These include a large variety of statistical models like discriminant analysis and logic regression but the use of these models is limited when the analyzed data is complex and nonlinear [9] , but exactly situations like these are in real life domains. Thus, machine learning methods are considered to be more suitable to characterize these situations [10] .
The goal of this article is to propose several alternative solutions for tasks that involve short time series, using data mining methods and algorithms. Data mining at this moment is in the stage of growth and popularity because this field of science is at the crosspoint of sciences like artificial intelligence, data base management systems, statistics, bioinformatics, etc. All these science branches have to operate with large amounts of data and this is where data mining becomes useful in helping to acquire new unknown knowledge with its methods and algorithms. This knowledge includes searching for relations in short time series where data mining methods and algorithms help in searching for similarity or difference between them. Similarities and differences are usually based on one of the measures or metrics that are used for comparison of objects using specific criteria.
II. USED METHODS
Short time series describe a set of subsequent events that are arranged in a specific time and order. The number of periods in a short time series is small and is represented using equation T={T 1 ,T 2 ,…,T n }. Short time series analysis is done with the goal of finding the structure of series and forecast future values. The process of analysis includes finding time series structures and relations that cover noisy, peak, seasonal and cyclic values. To carry out data analysis in short time series, it is crucial to ensure integrity of the studied objects. Based on the specifics of a task the right data pre-processing approaches have to be chosen in a way that provides preparation of the initial data for data analysis process. In the data analysis process, the most appropriate clustering algorithm has to be chosen and in order to do so, it is important to initially inspect a list of problems that can occur in data analysis process. The attention should be paid to the following processes:
 The complexity of parameter choice that serves as a base for clustering;  The complexity of clustering method choice; it is important to know the structure of methods and specifics of their functioning to make the right decision;  The problem of choosing the number of clusters; if the probable number of clusters is not known, it is important to make a series of experiments searching the set of possible cluster numbers and choosing the most appropriate based on one of the clustering performance evaluations;  The problem of clustering result interpretation; the shape of clusters is determined by the choice of merging technique; but it should be considered that specific clustering methods tend to form clusters of different shapes that cannot be used in particular tasks, e.g., if the clusters overlap and a small region of object space is saturated because these shapes can make a wrong impression of clustering results.
A. Clustering of Short Time Series with Different Lengths
There are tasks related to processing of short time series with different lengths like forecasting of new electronic services. Electronic services are accessed using Internet and browsing tools. The historical request information of the used services is stored for future data analysis. When a new service is introduced, it is important to know its demand, e.g., in its first days or a month. An important step in these tasks is the data pre-processing because the data available in the short time series holds historical information of different lengths, see Fig. 1 . To perform an adequate short time series analysis it is necessary to transform time series. The transformations provide the modification of time series making the beginning of the analyzed data even, see Fig. 1 . As a result of the transformations the meaning and structure of data is changed. Data clustering can be implemented using the k-means algorithm [11] and [12] or a modified grid-based clustering method [4] . To use grid-based clustering method for time series with different lengths, they should be transformed to form pairs, i.e. the excess periods at the end of the time series should be dismissed, see Fig. 2 . To form a clustering grid, it is necessary to choose a number of clusters, e.g., consisting of nine clusters or a field of size 3x3. Then grid size is to be computed using mathematical functions floor (-3,01) = -4 and ceiling (1,30) = 2 correspondingly for the minimum and maximum values of the data set, see Table I values in bold. The size of the clustering grid is set on the basis of the obtained results; when merging time points of each data set object by twos ID1=T1 and T2; T3 and T4; ID2= T1 and T2; T3 and T4; T5 and T6 etc. gives the value represented in the clustering grid that is constructed in two-dimensional space as a point, see Fig. 3 . Numbers in the right-hand bottom corners represent the number of the corresponding cluster. To continue with the time series analysis it is necessary to reduce grid-based clustering results to a sequence of cluster numbers with discrete values and to align the lengths of time series. The new values with cluster numbers are depicted in Table II and the free spaces are filled with "0" values initially appending letter "C" to all values. If the initial maximum number of periods in a time series was six, after reducing the results it only consisted of three blocks. The proposed approach can also be implemented using the k-means algorithm. The classification algorithm is chosen using experiments that determine the mean absolute, the mean squared and the total error of clustering [9] . Clustering algorithm divides short time series into groups based on one of the metrics between the analyzed time series. Based on the obtained block numbers and the aligned length of the time series it is possible to run further data analysis, e.g., classification to find new knowledge and relations. Similar approaches were used for solving product life cycle transition phase problems related to product being in different stages of development [13] .
B. Short Time Series Clustering Using Profiles
There are tasks where object life has seasonal features and that cannot be solved using classic time series analysis methods because the object is in market for approximately three to nine months. This type of task is solved in the fashion Data pre-processing consists of normalization using life curve [7] that ensures neutralization of dominating values and whose efficiency was experimentally proven by [14] . The basis of the approach is data clustering that builds profiles based on the found object groups using a modified k-means algorithm. The merge of short time series into groups or clusters is carried out based on comparison of curve structures at each moment of time using a distance metric [11] , see Fig. 4 . The chosen metric is Euclidean distance [12] because some comparative studies on metrics [15] show that there is no significance in the chosen metric because the difference is trivial and it practically does not influence the results of clustering. As a result of k-means clustering algorithms modification, a variable -maximum number of clusters, was introduced; it is calculated as √ , where n -number of records in the data set. This variable increases the efficacy of the algorithm by reducing the number of iterations required to cluster a data set. The classic k-means algorithm continues its work until finding the distance between every object and the center of a cluster or centroid. Then the most appropriate number of clusters for data set clustering is determined using mean absolute error (MAE) that is calculated using equation (1): (1) where d 11 -d zn -the distance between the corresponding object and centroid; c n -number of records in the cluster; C n -number of clusters.
Based on calculations using equation (1) and the assumption that the experiments were carried out using 10 clusters, the obtained mean absolute error results of clustering, see Fig.5 ., show that the most appropriate number of clusters to describe Fig. 5 . Determining the most appropriate number of clusters using MAE evaluation that data set is five because the minimum clustering error was achieved at this number of clusters. After determining the memberships of objects, a profile is made for each cluster, see Fig. 6 , that characterizes the mean values of demand at each time point. The obtained profiles can serve in the further data analysis as value scale for the particular group of objects that was found in the clustering process in a particular period of time. These prototypes can be used to easily make future forecasts for a new product or a product group, e.g., using classification algorithms. 
C. Clustering of Short Time Series in Medical and Pharmacological Tasks
This approach provides processing of short time series when analyzing behaviour of heart contraction force in a certain period of time. In medicine this method can be used in cardiology to cure heart ischemia by analyzing changes in heartbeat when a specific period of time has passed after introducing a stimulating substance. Similar tasks are solved in pharmacology when analyzing laboratory examination data for a research; like data obtained in a model of isolated heart ischemia -reperfusion [16] , [17] using Wistar rats that were fed the studied substances for a certain period of time. The aim of this research was to assess the efficiency of the studied substances in heart cell protection from ischemic -reperfusion damages by determining the size of the heart necrosis (necrotic tissue). The isolated heart experiments can be conditionally divided into three stages: heart adaptation period lasting for 20 minutes when a probe is inserted into the isolated heart to measure heart contraction power and heart rhythm; occlusion -the banding of the downward coronary artery lasting for 40 minutes; reperfusion -unfastening of blood vessels that lasts for 120 minutes. Heart contraction power and heart rate are registered in the occlusion stage using specific medical apparatus that records data with 60 second intervals, see Fig. 7 . As a result of data selection, the obtained data set holds time series consisting of heart contraction power readings at 40 time points. The used equipment provides dismissal of noisy values and calculation of mean values after each period of time. The values of the acquired data set are time series but due to the length of observations being too short and inconsistent these values are called short time series. When analyzing short time series (continuous data) it is practically impossible to determine functional relations of the process in them therefore this type of tasks are considered difficult to formalize and cannot be solved using classical statistical methods, thus data mining methods and algorithms are suggested.
Data pre-processing is based on time series selection and data normalization. In data selection process the first and the last of the selected time series values are dismissed because they can hold faulty readings related to tying and untying of the coronary arteries. Data normalization can be implemented using various approaches, e.g. normalization using life curve [7] or Z-estimate normalization with standard deviation that is calculated using equation (2): (2) where T i -value of the time series T at the moment i; -mean value of the time series; -standard deviation.
As a result of data pre-processing, short time series with equal length and number of periods are selected see Fig. 8 . These time series are cleared of noisy values and normalized. During the process of clustering, groups of similar objects called clusters are found. Clustering can be implemented using kmeans, modified k-means [14] , maximum likelihood [18] or agglomerative hierarchical algorithms [12] . Only a complex verification of the proposed clustering algorithms at different numbers of clusters can determine the most appropriate clustering approach and the optimal number of clusters to describe the data set. 
III. ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF CLUSTERING RESULTS
After clustering of a data set the results should be analyzed to answer the following questions:
 Are the created clusters essential or accidental?  Is the division stable and reliable?  Are there relationships between clustering results and variables that were not recognized in clustering?  Are the obtained results interpretable? The acquired clustering results have to be evaluated using formal and informal methods. The formal methods are built upon structure of the algorithm used in the clustering; but informal include classification performance assessment like:
 Result analysis using training and test data sets;  Cross-validation;
 Clustering data set with changed succession of observations;  Clustering the data with some records excluded;  Clustering few records. To improve the validity of the results, several of the mentioned clustering evaluation methods should be used when comparing the results. If, however, several clustering result evaluation methods are not used, it does not point to the incorrectness of the obtained results. The use of several approaches and the comparison of results are considered to be an indication of qualitative clustering.
There are also many problems associated with cluster analysis. Just as any other method, clustering approaches and algorithms have their weaknesses and restrictions. For example, when carrying out clustering, one must remember that reduction of data dimensionality can cause noise and divest some characteristics of objects.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The short time series clustering approaches investigated in the article provide division of the analyzed data into clusters when solving various practical tasks. The used pre-processing approaches show that data can be qualitatively prepared for clustering process by implementing data cleaning, transformation and normalization processes.
Clustering data with time series of uneven length enables solving of specific tasks with a small amount of historical information. The alignment of short time series lengths using coupled merging method, data transformation and discretization allows clustering observation values that could not be clustered using classic data analysis methods that are not designed to analyze short time series with different numbers of periods. The discretization proposed in the approach provides wider range of used methods, e.g., the obtained results can be further processed using classification.
The approach that is based on prototype construction can be used as a basis for forecasting system that determines the demand prognosis of a new product for next periods, e.g., 12 months. The acquired forecast that is presented as a prototype helps decision makers to make a decision when ordering new products because the graphical representation of the prototype is easy to perceive and interpret. The proposed approach does not involve complex calculations and the obtained results are easily interpretable for users.
The clustering approach designated for solving medicine and pharmacology tasks implements heart contraction power analysis. This approach is distinct because of the specific equipment used in data acquisition and pre-processing dismissing noisy values. This approach shows that selection of short time series in a specific period of time is possible and it depicts heart rate of a patient or an animal in period of occlusion. On the basis of the pre-processed values it is possible to implement data preparation for further analysisclustering. The clustering algorithms mentioned in this article can be used to carry out the clustering process. In this task it is also important to determine the most appropriate number of clusters required for data clustering.
V. FURTHER RESEARCH
The planned future research is related to comparison of the proposed approaches to methods used in statistics like exponential smoothing, exponential smoothing with trend, forecasting with weighted average and the moving average method. This comparison is necessary to prove the preferential of data mining methods in short time series analysis employing the used data sets.
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